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ANGELI Franco
La porta rossa
Edition from Pirgus on paper slate with 58 lithographic composition by Franco Angeli.
Limited edition to 322 copies. Little in folio. Original cloth bounding with cardboard
box. Very scarce.
€ 550.

BARTLETT W.H. – BEATTIE William
LA SUISSE pictoresque orneè de vues dessinées spécialement pour cet ouvrage, traduit de l’anglaise par
L. De Bauclas
Londres, Virtue, 1836.
Two volumes in 4°, pp. 192; pp. 136. Original binding with gold decoration. Famous
collection about Bartlett travel’s illustrated with 107 beautiful steel engravings. € 550.

BITTI
La morte del pettirosso. Racconto con disegni di Savinio. Roma, Pluto editore Maggio-Giugno
1941. In 4°, pp. 28. Original binding in paper. First rare edition with 3 plates (two
Savinio’s drawings and one fac-simile).
€ 450.

(BRIGANTAGGIO)
VERNET Horace
Combat entre les dragons du Pape et des brigands
Original engraving in aquatint (about 1840) due to Jazet. Size margins comprised about
90X65 cm. This famous subject belongs to a drawing from Schickler Collection. Not
common.
€ 280.

BOYER A
The Great Theater of Honour and Nobility; containing I. The science of Heraldry, with a complete
Dictionary of all the terms proper thereto. II. An Historical and Chronological Abridgement, of the
Settlements and Revolutions of the Monarchies and Sovereignties of Europe, from the Downfall of the
Roman Empire, till towards the End of the Tenth Century. III. Illustrated and Adorned With about
Forty Copper-Plates, Curiously Engraved. Dedicated to His Royal Hi
London, Woodfall, 1729. In 4°, pp. xvi+381; [iii]+259+[1]. XVI+260. Half cloth with
gold titles on splines. First edition with 40 copper plates. The first 16 plates composed 2
pages. Contemporary leather binding.
Euro 350.

BUTTERFLIES
Depuiset A. Les papillons, organisation, moeurs, chasse, collections, classification
Paris, Rothschild, 1877. 1 vol. in-4. pp. VIII+326, 50 coloured tables. Original binding.
Work belong to the collection of "Musée entomologique illustré. Histoire naturelle
iconographique des Insectes" edit by a team of French and foreign entomologists under
the direction of J. Rothschild.
Euro 550.

CHEVALIER Michel
Cours d’economie politique fait au college de France
Bruxelles, Soc. Typographique Belge, 1845. 2 tomi in-12, pp 298 ; pp. 430. Legatura
coeva in mz pelle un po’ usurata. Prima edizione belga.
€ 270.

COSTUMES - PHOTOGRAPHS
National Types and Costumes London, Bruckmann, (1880 ?).
Collection of 15 photographs made of albumin and mounted on cardboard, each photo
accompanied by a text description. The photos regarding 15 types of women as a symbol
of the countries represented (Italy, Bulgaria, China, Austria ...). Original binding original
with decorations in gold and black to the front plate. Size 20x28 cm
€ 270.

DURAND J. N. Recueil et Parallèle Des Édifices De Tout Genre Anciens et Modernes Par Leur
beauté, Par Leur Grandeur Ou Par Leur singularité et Dessinés Sur Une Meme Échelle Paris, l’an
IX (1800), chez l’auteur à l’ecole Polytecnique. Big folio à l’italienne, collection of 90
plates on architectural topics for professors and scholars. Dedication by Baltard. Text
written by Dien. Others plates due to Baltard, Reville, Normand, Ransonette, de la
Porte, Gaite e Coqueter. Modern binding in half cloth. Some restoration in some plates.
Very important work on architecture with a detailed illustration on modern and ancient
Architecture.
€ 1,200.

ECONOMY – MINISTRE DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS DE L’AGRICULTURE
ET DU COMMERCE
Statistique de la France, Imprimerie Royal, Paris 1835 et 1837.
Two volumes small folio, pp. XXXII+511; pp. XXXV+208. Contemporary binding.
The second volume is dedicated to Documents Statistiques sur la France. Good copy, very
fresh, printed on robust paper.
Original edition with 112 tables illustrating information regarding the territory and the
population of the country. Rare to find the two volumes together. One of the first essay
in the history of statistical sources completely dedicated to illustrate the demographic
and socio-economic evolution of a country that could be considered an ancient superpower.
€ 950.

FOURIER Charles (1772-1837)
Vue générale d’un Phalanstère ou village sociétaire organise d’après la théorie de Fourier. Original
lithograph 60x45 cm. From a collection called Excursions en harmonie dated around the
first half of XIX century.
Fourier considers the justice’s city as a simple passage toward the seventh state
(harmony), when the whole humanity runs away from the city and will gather in a
phalanges of 1620 inhabitants, and they will live in special buildings called
“phalanstères”. Inhabitants’ number is based on the theory, which «fixed as far as 810
the number of distinct characters and membership of a complete scale or clavier general
of the distinct characters in order to formed the “Great domestic harmony”. Moreover
it’s necessary to add 192 old people and children».
€ 650.

(GEOLOGY - ATLAS)
George Ferdinand Becker (1847–1919) Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe
district …..with Atlas to accompany the monograph on Washinghton, GPO, 1882. It's available
only the Atlas with 21 coloured tables, a red foulder collects the work of this American
geologist. Becker was a leader in mining geology and geophysics, and for many years was
the chief of the Division of Chemical and Physical Research in the United States
Geological Survey. The investigations under his direction led to the establishment of the
Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
€ 270.

ITALIA
ATTILIO ZUCCAGNI-ORLANDINI
Big geographical map of Italy bounded in a volume printed in Florence at 1842. The
collection is formed by 15 copper plates sometimes slightly colored. Original binding in
half-calf with titles on the spines. The plates formed a big map of about cm. 180x230.
€ 680.

ITALIA.
Balthazar Grangier de Liverdis
LES MERVEILLES DE FRANCE ET D’Italie. Journal d’un voyage de France et d’Italie fait
par un gentilhomme françois
Paris, Vaugon, 1667. In 16°, pp. 885. Contemporary calf binding. One folded map.
Frontispiece in copper and 22 plates on the various beauties of the cities descrive in the
guide. Scarce and curious.
€ 550.

MARSEILLE Panorama de Marseille
cm 84x29. Very rare landscape of Marseille drawn and lithographed by V. Cassien. Rare
item, a Marseille production from the Lithographer Cassien to the printer/publisher
Viale-Geoffroy. Signs of restoration in the middle of the print and in a corner but
otherwise good condition.
€ 550.

MARSEILLE
Panorama de Marseille prise de la rade
cm 91x28. Very rare panorama of Marseille hand colored lithograph by Salathé. Rare
item from drawings of Chapuy. Signs of restoration in the middle of the print but
otherwise good condition.
€ 550.

MEZIERES Du Crest Saint Aubin
Le danger des liaisons ou memoires de la baronne de Blemon
Geneve, senza editore, 1763.
Three volumes in 16°, pp. 300; pp. 166; pp. 230; pp. 196; pp. 348. Leather contemporary
binding.
€ 220.

MILANO.
VEDUTA DEL DUOMO DI MILANO. VUE DU DÔM DE MILAN
Original engraving by Landini done at the beginning of XIX century. Very nice view
with many figures in front of the church. Size 50X70 cm. Rare impression
€ 2,400.

MORLENT J. Guide du Voyageur au Havre Havre, Morlent, 1834. In 16°, pp. 212.
Original paper cover. A map of the city several times folded.
€ 140.

OXFORD-WOOD John
Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis Oxoniensis
Oxonii, ex Theatro Sheldoniano, 1674.

In folio, two volumes collected in only tome. Frontispiece figured with copper A.
Hennin engraved by R. White depicting Charles II which gives the Charter of the
University to three female characters (Fame, Wisdom and Knowledge), two putti holding
a emblematic vignette with the title, the University Palace in the background, all in an
architectural environment, a paper folded several times, of the Oxford’s University, p.
414, pp. 447 +2. A leather binding, a little bit worn. First Edition. Some traces of
moisture in the early papers, but good copy.
€ 650.

PLANISPHAERIUM CAELESTE
Original engraving by G.C. Eimmarti dated at the beginning of XVIII century printed by
officinal Homanniana. Size 60X52 cm. Rare impression with colour.
€ 1,200.

PRUSSIA. NABBAT Hermann, LEMCKE Johannes
Die Sieges-Strasse der Preussen im Jahre 1866
No edition place, Gropius, 1868.
Big in folio, pp. 3+ 14 lithographs, comprised landscapes of situ representing battles and
military maneuvers (Schlachtfelder). Many folding plates on various pages. Half calf
binding. Not common.
€ 550.

RIZZI-ZANNONI - GIUSEPPE GUERRA
Map without title on the territory comprised between Monte Cassino and Benevento.
Plate n° 10. Venafro, Calvi, Capua, Caserta, Benevento. cm 52x77. The plate is dated
around 1789. First edition.
€ 240.

ROME - BENOIST Felix
Rome dans sa grandeur
Nantes, Charpentier, 1870. Three volumes in folio (elephant size) with gold decoration
including the 99 beautiful lithographs f.t. and a map of Rome at the end of the third
volume. Rare with all plates. Maybe the most representative book on the Pio IX Rome.
€ 4,200.

ROME - ARCHEOLOGICAL PHOTO
ROME'S AND PROVINCE'S DISCOVERIES, DURING THE YEARS 1871-1872.
Report presented by the Superintendent of the excavation, Rome, Royal Printing Press,
1873. In 8°, p. 145. Original binding. Edition with 36 photographs on cardboard
albumin. Rare documentation executed by the scholar Rosa.
€ 1,200.

ROME - FERRABOSCHI Martino
The architecture of the basilica of St. Peter in the Vatican by Bramante Lazzari,
Michelangelo, and other famous architects, was expressed in XXXII boards by Martino
Ferraboschi with a statement compiled by Filippo Galli. Third edition, Rome, De
Romanis's printing, in 1812. In folio maximum, p. XVI+a double table with the
explanation of the steps of the Temple Vatican taken by the architect Giuseppe Valadier.
33 tables finely engraved in copper from the seventeenth-century edition and assembled
in the eighteenth century by Filippo Galli. Contemporary binding. The image of the
basilica with the original paving is handsome and famous. Rare.
€ 2,000.

ROME (SEE FRONTESPIECE)
View of Colosseum. Original lithograph on paper made entirely tempered in the 1840s
about. Size 35x45 cm. Excellent condition.
€ 250.
RUSSIA. Zatta Antonio. Governi di Moscovia e Woronez colle loro Provincie nella Russia
Europea, copper engraving engraved in Venice, 1782. Cm 51X38.
€ 120.

SALERNO BAY. Provincia del principato Citra già delineata dal Magini e nuovamente ampliata
secondo lo Stato dei tempi data in luce da Domenico De Rossi e dedicata al Mons. Avvocato Diego De
Pace. Geographical map from Mercurio Geografico, edited in Rome from 1660 to 1730
by De Rossi. During the various edition the atlas was enriched by other maps, as the one
considered; the late ‘700 edition, as the one proposed, are therefore more scarce than
maps in first editions. Copper engraving, contemporary colour of limits, good copy.
€ 550.

ZAVATTINI Cesare – STRAND Paul, Un paese, Torino, Einaudi, 1955. In 4°, pp. 88.
Original cloth with jacket. Photos by Paul Strand. First edition.
€ 400.

